
Same Project, Same People, New Look and New Name

The 10 to 10 Helpline is now A Call for Change Helpline. Our new name was voted on by
participants in Intimate Partner Abuse Education Programs as well as Advisory Board members,
staff and key stakeholders, with the majority of persons weighing in being Black, Indigenous,
People of Color community members and people who use the tools of abuse in their intimate
partnerships.

A Call for Change Helpline is still a community-based resource rooted in values of equity and
respect aimed at working with individuals who are harmful in their intimate relationships.
Responders are trained to compassionately facilitate dialogue supporting the life long
accountability process of making safe and equitable choices in their intimate relationships. The
helpline welcomes calls from community members, service providers and survivors who are
seeking insight into navigating their relationships with an individual who is harmful.

What Is Surprising Us?

350 calls into the pilot project, what have we learned that is surprising us?

People Need to Talk. A Lot.

A few months into the pilot, we quickly understood that we would surpass our goal of receiving
50 calls in the first year of operation, but what surprised us is the duration of the calls. The
majority of our calls are an hour and a half long; it is our Responders who usually end the calls,
inviting the callers to reflect on what they learned, make commitments to change and to please
call again. About 20% of callers do call again.

The Callers Are Changed; The Responders Are Changed.

The whole purpose of the Helpline is to create the conditions through dialogue where people
who want to change can become reliably safe intimate partners. This is happening. Responders
note significant turning points in the conversations where the caller gain insight into themselves,
their values and their choices. Callers make new commitments and practice new skills.

The surprise though? How responders are changed. Responders practice Compassionate
Accountable Conversation skills with rigorous honesty with loving care and self -regard. They
say what needs to be said while staying in connection with the person they are talking with. This
changes the Responders.

“It feels very empowering to know how to respond in a way that does not collude but is really
humane, compassionate,” said one Responder.



“My personal relationships are being transformed—for the better. I like this version of me,” says
Responder and Program Manager, Michelle Harris.

On the Helpline project we know that if we don’t change the way we habitually respond to
people who do harm, we will just replicate dominance. We strive to stick to our principles:
Compassion without accountability is collusion; accountability without compassion is
dominance.

It takes practice and deep commitment to increase and maintain this level of skillful response.
Responders receive a minimum of two hours of additional training, practice and call de-briefing
a week, after their forty-hour initial foundational training. We are forging a new way of being in
community and that takes commitment and the humility to allow oneself to be changed.

We Are Not Alone in Transforming Our Culture’s Approach to Intimate Partner Violence

Sixteen organizations from eleven states have contacted us to learn how to begin their own
Helplines. We work from a set of transformative principles, based on a framework our founders
have developed over decades. Our framework emerged from and reflects deep alignment with
wisdom from global indigenous practice and approaches that communities of color have long
been cultivating outside the criminal legal system. The helpline is one application of these ideas.
Community organizers from all over the state and country come to our trainings in order to learn
the skills that can be applied in ways the Helpline has never even considered. We’re all just
getting started.

Join Us

We are helping to seed similar helplines and community safety alternatives to policing by
sharing our framework and skills trainings. We hope that you'll join us on this journey by sharing
within your communities about A Call for Change, formerly the 10 to 10 Helpline.

A Call For Change Helpline project invites you into community with us to help create the
conditions to end intimate partner violence where it starts—with the people causing the harm.
Learn with us: Community members are invited to learn the skills to interrupt abusive values and
help others uphold values of equity and respect.
Support us: Community members are invited to donate here:
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?hosted_button_id=MB5PGY9UBTSN4

Please join us in celebrating this transformative beginning!
http://acallforchangehelpline.org/


